Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Bridgestone

Callaway Tungsten Titanium

Clubs have a 1 year warranty. Adjustments by someone other than Bridgestone
will violate the warranty. Bridgestone does not recommend adjsutments beyond
+/- 3°

(Titanium Head / Tungsten Sole Weight)
Titanium is a very hard material which will not adjust easily if at all.

Callaway Big Bertha Gold
Manufactured from Aluminum Bronze and could
break during adjustments

Callaway Warbird
Box set irons cannot be adjusted for loft and lie.
Sold in Dick’s Sporting Goods

Callaway Fusion
Adjustments could causes damage to the TPU
SenSert insert material inside the back cavity

Callaway X-24
Boxed sets sold in Costco cannot be adjusted for
loft and lie. Also referred to as X-Hot 11 piece set.

Callaway Fusion Wide Sole
Adjustments could cause damage to the TPU
SenSert Insert Material inside the back cavity.

Cleveland Altitude 588
Cleveland recommends sending these back to
Cleveland for all loft & lie adjustments.

Callaway Hawkeye VFT
(Titanium Heads / Tungsten weighting)
Titanium is a very hard material which will not adjust easily if at all.

Cleveland CG1 Black Pearl
There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

Callaway Slaire
Box set irons cannot be adjusted for loft and lie.

Cleveland CG1
There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Cleveland CG2

Cleveland CG11 Black Pearl Wedges

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

Cleveland CG4

Cleveland CG11 Women’s Wedges

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

Cleveland CG4 Tour

Cleveland TA2 Micro Cavity

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

The Micro Cavities could be crushed when the
head is clamped in the bending machine or when
pressure is applied to the hosel for adjusting lie angles either upright or flat. Cleveland recommends
sending products to Cleveland for any adjsstments
over +/- 1 degree.

Cleveland CG10 Wedges

Cleveland TA7 Micro Cavity

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

The Micro Cavities could be crushed when the
head is clamped in the bending machine or when
pressure is applied to the hosel for adjusting lie angles either upright or flat. Cleveland recommends
sending products to Cleveland for any adjsstments
over +/- 1 degree.

Cleveland CG10 Black Pearl Wedges

Cleveland TA7 Tour Micro Cavity

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments.

The Micro Cavities could be crushed when the
head is clamped in the bending machine or when
pressure is applied to the hosel for adjusting lie angles either upright or flat. Cleveland recommends
sending products to Cleveland for any adjsstments
over +/- 1 degree.

Cleveland CG11 Wedges

Cleveland TA7 Women’s Micro Cavity

There have been problems with the CG material
breaking during adjustments. Cleveland recommends sending them back to Cleveland for adjustments

The Micro Cavities could be crushed when the
head is clamped in the bending machine or when
pressure is applied to the hosel for adjusting lie angles either upright or flat. Cleveland recommends
sending products to Cleveland for any adjsstments
over +/- 1 degree.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Cleveland Hi-Bore

King Cobra Oversize

Cleveland does not recommend adjustments on
the Hi-Bore irons because of the hybrid-like hollow
head design.

Hosel Bore drilled off center to angle the tip of the
shaft towards the sweet spot. This creates a thin
wall on one side of the bore which will cause breakage during adjustments.

Cleveland HB3

King Cobra II Oversize

Cleveland does not recommend adjustments on
the HB3 irons because of the hybrid-like hollow
head design.

Hosel Bore drilled off center to angle the tip of the
shaft towards the sweet spot. This creates a thin
wall on one side of the hosel bore which will cause
breakage during adjustments. The Power Wedge
on the hosel could also be damaged by the bending bar.

Cleveland Hi-Bore Xli

King Cobra 3400I / XH

Cleveland does not recommend adjustments on
the Hi-Bore Xli irons because of the hybrid-like
hollow head design.

Wide sole design makes this difficult to clamp and
hold securely in the bending machine.

Cleveland Hi-Bore W-Series

Cobra AMP Cell

Cleveland does not recommend adjustments on
the Hi-Bore W-Series irons because of the hybridlike hollow head design.

Cobra recommends sending these back to Cobra
for adjustments. There could be some breakage
problems.

Cleveland Hi-Bore Gold Combo

Cobra Baffler Hybrid

Cleveland does not recommend adjustments on
the Hi-Bore Gold Combo Set because of the
hybrid-like hollow head design.

Cobra recommends sending these back to Cobra
for adjustments. There could be some breakage
problems.

Cobra Baffler XL
Any adjustments made outside the Cobra Factory on any
Cobra irons will void the warranty.

Cobra recommends sending these back to Cobra
for adjustments. There could be some breakage
problems.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Cobra Bio Cell+

Cobra UFI

Cobra recommends sending these back to Cobra
for adjustments. There could be some breakage
problems.

Cobra recommends that these heads be adjusted
by Cobra only.

Cobra Bio Cell

Cobra S2 & S2 Max

Cobra recommends sending these back to Cobra
for adjustments. There could be some breakage
problems.

Cobra recommends that these heads be adjusted
by Cobra only.

Cobra Gravity Back

Cobra Transition S

Hosel Bore drilled off center to angle the tip of the
shaft towards the sweet spot. This creates a thin
wall on one side of the hosel bore which will cause
breakage during adjustments. The Power Wedge
on the hosel could also be damaged by the bending bar.

Cobra recommends that these heads be adjusted
by Cobra only.

Cobra Gravity Back Ladies

Maltby RDM Recoil (Original Model)

Hosel Bore drilled off center to angle the tip of the
shaft towards the sweet spot. This creates a thin
wall on one side of the hosel bore which will cause
breakage during adjustments. The Power Wedge
on the hosel could also be damaged by the bending bar.

Manufactured from Hyper-Steel which is a very
hard material and will not adjust easily if at all.

Cobra S9 Irons (Men’s and Women’s)
Cannot be adjusted because of the Polymer Top
Line and Urethane Insert.
Note: Cobra will adjust these for loft and lie up to
+/- 3°

Cobra S9 Irons 2008
(Men’s and Women’s)
Cannot be adjusted because of the Polymer Top
Line and Urethane Insert.
Note: Cobra will adjust these for loft and lie up to
+/- 3°

Mizuno
Mizuno does not recommend adjustments of more than +/- 2 degrees with any of
their Investment Cast irons.
All irons have a range of +/- 2° for lie adjustment and +/- 1° for loft adjusted by
Mizuno.
All forged irons range +/- 3° for lie adjustments and +/- 2° for loft when adjusted
by Mizuno

Nancy Lopez Sarasota
The Power Wedge on the hosel could also be damaged by the bending bar.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Nike Slingshot

PING

Cannot be adjusted for Loft in a Mitchell bending
machine. You could crush the back strip that goes
across the cavity.

PING irons and wedges are adjustable to fit your changing swing for several
years. However, certain factors, like the type of metal, it's age, and the number of
adjustments that have already been performed, will affect the adjustability of your
set. The Maximum Lie Angle Adjustability chart (below) displays the normal adjustability by model. However, the Repair Department will determine the actual
adjustability of each set on a case-by-case basis. A signed Release is required
for these special cases.

Nike Slingshot Tour
Cannot be adjusted for Loft in a Mitchell bending
machine. You could crush the back strip that goes
across the cavity.

Ping Zing
Will not properly clamp into the loft / lie machine.
See Ping list below.

Nike Slingshot OS
Cannot be adjusted for Loft in a Mitchell bending
machine. You could crush the back strip that goes
across the cavity.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
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Note: Iron Loft Adjustments listed represent the amount these clubs would be
adjusted to make them 1/8, 1/4, or 1/2 a club stronger in loft.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Taylor Made

Wilson Deep Red II Distance (Fat Shaft)

Taylor Made recommends that all of their clubs be sent back to the manufacturer
for any lie or loft adjustments. If they were to be bent by a professional club
builder they recommend to only adjust to 2° upright, flat, strong or weak. The
forged TP line coud be bent a little more than that without problems

Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Taylor Made SuperSteel
SuperSteel is a very hard material which will not
adjust easily if at all.

Wilson Fat Shaft
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Taylor Made Titanium Bubble 2
Titanium Head / Tungsten Sole Weight
Titanium is a very hard material which will not adjust easily if at all.

Titleist
Titleist says they adjust irons 1° maximum in-house. They achieve different lie
offerings by ordering 2° flat, standard and 2° upright heads from their vendor.

Wilson Fat Shaft II
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Wilson Fat Shaft III
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Any adjustments made outside the Titleist Factory on any
Titleist irons will void the warranty.
Tommy Armour Ti 100 (titanium)
Titanium is a very hard material which will not adjust easily if at all.

Wilson Deep Red (Fat Shaft)
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Wilson Fat Shaft IV
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Iron Models NOT Recommended For Loft & Lie Adjustment
Wilson Fat Shaft Ladies
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Wilson Fat Shaft Tour Cast
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Wilson Staff Robert Mendralla Signature (Fat Shafts)
Shaft could be damaged from bending bar during
adjustments.

Zinc Irons
Zinc irons are not adjustable for loft and lie. They
can be identified by their larger hosel diameter.
Zinc irons can be common in box set clubs from all
manufacturers.

